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About This Game

Crisis VRigade is a virtual reality action filled first person shooter that lets players take on the role of a SWAT trooper and deal
with a hostage situation in a bank robbery.

Duty calls! You’re put in the middle of the action. It's a dirty job but someone has to do it. Together with a SWAT team you will
have to deal with the situation and take care of the terrorists who are robbing the bank. Your mission is crystal clear: finish off

all hostile elements and keep your teammates and hostages alive. Make your way through the bank to the safe where the terrorist
have made a stronghold and threaten to kill the hostages if their demands are not met.

Be aware of your ammunition and take cover while reloading your gun or you will be exposed and the mission over: maybe you
see the bullet comming, maybe you didn’t,

but the terrorist got away and your partners now have the unpleasant task of giving the bad news to your nearest relative.

Everyone counts on you and your first-of-the-class aim. You got the highest rates at the academy, it’s time to prove it!
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I'm fairly new to VR gaming(Oculus) and this game is one of the top 5 games I played so far. It's on my list of games to get
people to play and so far it a real winner with everyone. At the end of the night most people ask to play it again to see if they
can get further.

Everyone who played it loved the reloading of the gun once they got a feeling for it. I had friend get carpet burns from diving
under a desk. I felt over once when I tried to use the virtual desk to stand up. Another friend lied on his stomach to shoot
underneath the desk to get their legs and it worked. You can even shoot yourself in the head.

Not a big fan of the machine guns, it’s hard to aim so I just spray and pray when I get one.

I had no issues with the game so far. Keep up the excellent work.

I got this game on special but I would have happily paid full price of it. Get it you won't regret it.. Can't count the amount of
times someone has walked in on me laying down on my floor behind an invisible object for cover.. Super cool tactical shooter
with dual pistols. You are on the front line taking out band robbers who may have hostages. Just like my coffee, straight and
kind of tight. Get ready to crouch and say pew pew.. So I've been playing this game for a few hours now. I've been getting a
workout dodging bullets by squatting, ducking, and getting behind VR walls, desks, chair, etc.

You are placed into a hostage situation, given a few seconds to take cover, then the bullets start flying! I find myself firing
blindly over desks and chairs as I try to keep my head down. It's tough, but fun!

As you clear one scene, you are moved to the next to continue the battle. You get power ups along the way (better guns, bullet
time, healing, etc.)

My wife thinks I a little crazy ducking down on my knees, but hey... I'm having fun!. I've been searching for a game to scratch a
more serious (non arcadeyish, at least in terms of health) single player cover based shooter itch I have in VR.

This game is how I'd imagine Time Crisis in VR with a Payday esque theme would be.

You have the option of Rookie (3 lives) or Hard (1 life? I haven't actually tried it yet). When you begin, you start behind a cop
car, you have about 3 seconds to get into cover and then the action begins. You have to kill all the bank robbers before you are
moved to the next position, and that's it. It's a hard game, but to me it's a ton of fun.

I love that you HAVE to take cover, you have to blindfire (because if you are out in the open for too long, you are going to get
hit). I LOVE that the AI attempts to suppress your position. I LOVE that they also take cover and you can (at least seemingly)
suppress them as well. It just adds up to a really fun time.

I'm not sure what the next updates will bring but I look forward to it, and for the price, the experience is a steal.. This game is
one of its kind so far, but it have a long way to go. I see potential in the game format and the idea, and with more development it
could be a good game. Good price for the quality and gameplay. But with all that said i can not recommend the game as it is
right now, might change in the future.

Cons:
- Aming down your sight do not mean the bullet will go where you aim. And before you say i can't aim, it work fine in other
shooting games. Need some improvment.
- You get stuck if a Police/SWAT member is to close to you and you can't use your weapon, and a symbol shows up showing
you are blocked. This happend to me multiple times.
- Got shoot thru solid object a few time. This is not a big thing because it only seem to be happening a few times and might be a
problem with my room setup. It can also have to do with the hitbox.
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Pros:
- Fast paced shooting with a good difficulty. I like that the easy setting is still challenging and make you always be alert and
tactical in all your moves to advance.
- Decent and cartoony graphics. I like the cartoon graphic in the game.
- Well its a police/SWAT game, i just love this kind of games :D. This game is really good and also is very cheap. It is updated
with good update yes. Thumb up!. Yes ! After the v1.3, the game is more thrilling, with hands, manual reloading and two hands
handling weapon !

The game is very well done, with low-poly graphics but highly detailed, and after the last update, is on track to be a good
spiritual successor to Crisis !

It's really cheap for such an great VR experience and a very good arcade game !

Can't wait to see more !.... New update 1.2 is too difficult for me and other

Because I only have 1 hand gun instead of 2 hand gun
And it too hard for me to reload

Please give me options to change it to the old way as in YouTube when people used to have two hand gun and just click to
reload
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Bought this product thinking.... meh, lets give it a shot. It's only 6$ after all..
And then i realized.....

ITS THE GREATEST GAME IVE PLAYED ON VR SO FAR !!!!!
Please devs, I need more of this! we all nedd more of this! it feels so good!

10/10
especially if you miss playing TimeCrisis. Great game,but needs more content, it will get repetitive because there are no levels
just start play and when you die start the same thing over again , haven't got to the end but I do like the style of gameplay. Well
worth the price. It's active, it's demanding and really entertaining. There's room for improvements, but I had a bunch of fun
playing it.

Throwing yourself behind cover is a blast. Hiding under a desk feels like being in an 80's cop movie. You keep telling yourself
"I'm too old for this♥♥♥♥♥♥" while bullets fly over your head and reach for a new magazine.. Very good game. Quite
demanding, requires precise aiming, but just good. Plain and simple.
Be a cop in a robbery. Duck and cover, shoot through pigeon holes, headshot bad guys...
You really feel vulnerable and need to cover. You end up crawling on your floor and enjoying it.
Only thing I hope to see implemented: being able to switch arm after you did the first time. It's already great the developpers let
you choose your aiming arm, but let's go further plz.. An incredibly pleasant surprise, I expected much less from this price!
Very charming and simple presentation, as well as very intense and satisfying gunfights. Shooting feels great, and reloading is
intuitive enough to be engaging, but not too complicated as to be bothersome or frustrating. I will say sometimes it feels like you
have to get lucky in order to return fire effectively, though I believe that was intended.
Your own weapon sounds are passable, but where the sound design really stands out is the hectic sounds of gunfire, police
radios, sirens and car horns all going off. It really helps sell the chaos of the situation.
The only stand out negative I have to mention is 2 handed weapons feel more detrimental than helpful. A lot of the time spent
playing this game is spent hunched over or crouched behind cover, and 2 handed weapons just don't compensate for that
transition very well at this state, that said, they are all entirely optional.
Took me about an hour to get through the game once on rookie difficulty, and I can see myself playing this quite often. Its
challenging, and very replayable.

so like yeah i think its a pretty good game. Great game,but needs more content, it will get repetitive because there are no levels
just start play and when you die start the same thing over again , haven't got to the end but I do like the style of gameplay.
difficult but none the less an extremely fun vr experience i have yet to beat it but plan to this game is so worth it at 6 dollars cant
recommend it enough. To be simple graphically, this games feels very comfortably realistic. The controls are simple and
function like real hands, the old iron sights are straight and you have unlimited magazines. This game is FUN. I'd like to see the
ability to pick up more weapons and more locations. The end point is pretty difficult to pass...I still haven't after two runs.
Mainly cause once you die, you're dead.. start over. LOL

Very Fun! Highly Recommended!

SUPPORT EARLY ACCESS. UPDATE: The dev released a patch and has fixed and improved the bugs. You now have a count
down at each stage so you have time to take cover and all the bugs that have be presented to the dev he has squashed in updated.
Its good to see a dev that takes sugestions from the community to improve on the game. Hope to see some new levels or add ons.
I highly reccomend this game!

This game has a TON of potential and is extremly fun however it is also very frustrating at the same time. First the game is
EXTREMLY accurate with the aiming, Some of the best ive seen in VR. The game is all about taking cover and shooting the
bad guys at the right time and popping back into cover. As you kill the bad guys you can progress to the next stage and at parts
you can choose what path you want to go. This leads me to the first negative, As you progress to the next stage your screen goes
black and all of the sudden your at the next stage getting shot at, When this happens you dont have enough time to take cover
and your already shot. (Did I mention even on Easy you can only get shot 3 times and your done) Once you die you start all the
way back from the start, this game has no check points. I get that its trying to be realistic but its a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ The game
as well has some glitches here and there with out of bounds or getting shot through walls, However the devs have been on top of
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this and have already stated they are fixing the issues I have mentioned so it seems like the devs are listening to the feedback
and improving the game. Overaall at the price point of the game you cant beat it and I highly recomend it to anyone!
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